Sports Plaza
Entrance
The main entrance to the Sports Plaza is through an automatic
push pad operated door as well as manually operated double
leaf doors at various locations along the side of this building.
Bike parks are situated slightly away from the main entrance
down a slope.
The Sports Plaza is the closest location to the following outdoor
activities:
• Tennis Courts
• Children’s Maze
• Outside play areas
However, not all the tennis courts are accessible by wheelchair,
please ensure that you request level access when booking.
Toilets
Accessible toilets and a Changing Place with ceiling track hoist,
shower bed and adapted WC is available at ground floor level
within the Sports Plaza.
Leisure Booking Point
A lowered counter is provided at the Leisure Booking Point.
Induction Hearing Loop
A portable induction hearing loop is available on request for use
within the whole of the Sports Plaza and in any of the adjacent
buildings.
Squash
The doors into the Squash Courts are too narrow for normal
wheelchair access.
Gym
Access to the gym is level with a push button security code
controlled access. Any member of staff will provide assistance
to use the push pad. The gym houses standard gym
equipment. Please ring the Sports Plaza to establish if the gym

will be suitable for you. Center Parcs does not provide free
weights.
Roller Rink
This is accessed by stairs from the left hand side of Starbucks
or a gradual slope from the right hand side of Starbucks by the
snooker tables
Children’s Maze
There is a substantial step down into the maze, which also has
a wood chipped floor.
Snooker Garden
The Snooker garden has level access to standard Snooker and
Pool tables.
House of Games
The House of Games is situated within the Sports Plaza and
has level access. Most of the games machines in the area are
accessible, although height of buttons, levers, etc. vary from
machine to machine.
Indoor Climbing Adventure
The Indoor Climbing Adventure has level access for spectators.
Participants are required to have a high degree of mobility and
be able to follow verbal instructions.
Mini Bowling
Mini bowling is situated in the same area as Indoor Climbing
Adventure, with a small ramp to the bowling lanes.
Soft Play Area & Football Pool
Soft Play and Football Pool are on the upper level within the
Sports Plaza, accessible by two ramps from either end with
seating and tables available.

Soft play consists of floor level cushions and soft toys for
toddler age children.
Football Pool requires participants to negotiate a step height of
approximately 200mm (8 inches) on to a large floor level pool
table to play.
Table Tennis tables are spaced to allow wheelchair
accessibility.
There also a number of arcade style activity games machines
in this area.
We allow carers places on our Leisure Activities without
payment.

